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Introduction -wulrli-

Workstation class processor architectures and high-performance space subsystems
using commercial hardware have an enormous potential for enabling scientific mission
capabilities while drastically reducing developmental and life cycle costs [1]. The
performance, cost, and schedule benefits gained from using commercial electronics in
space applications are as readily apparent as the perceived difficulties in incorporating
them into the hardware. However, with experience gained from the commercial satellite
sector and parts assurance studies underway at a variety of institutions, the trend toward
off-the-shelf hardware is increasing. In this paper, we will present an extension of
previous discussions and data sets 2]. The following area will be examined:

- Challenges tolved with radiation evaluation of COTS PCBs;
- A proposed valuation philosophy extending the method stated in ref 3] with

two examples:
- Application of this method to the NA.SA SPARTAN program including

ground irradiation test results-,
- Initial COTS hardware evaluations for the International Space Station

(ISS) Fluids and Combustion Facility (FCF), and
- A discussion of the limitations and recommendations for the use of the proposed
philosophy. In particular, the orbit and. mission duration parameters will be
addressed.

Challenges of using COTS PCBs
COTS hardware provides unique challenges to the space program intent on their

usage. This is true for more than radiation issues. One such approach has been presented
discussing the non-radiation (and befly a few of the radiation) issues such as thermal,
mechanical, and vacuum performance 4].

Some of the radiation challenges include:
- The inability to trace die heritage,
- The issue of piecepart versus board level tests,
- The possibility of "board-to-board" IC variances for "copies" of the "same"

PCBs,
- The ability to simulate the space radiation environment with a single particle

test, and
- The limited testability of PCBs due to complex circuitry and packaging issues.

These and other challenges will be described in the full paper.

Evaluation Philosophy
In this section, we will discuss the proposed evaluation philosophy extending 31

for use with COTS boards for missions of limited duration. The method proposed in 3 is
synopsized as follows:

- Define the hazard
- Evaluate the hazard
- Define requirements
- Evaluate device usage

- Screen parts lists
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- Radiation test devices with no existing data or perform adiation lot
acceptance tests (RLATs)

- Performance predictions (e.g.,SEE rates)
- "Engineer" with designers

- Alternate device selecfion,
- Mkigation options,
- System validation,

- Repeat above as necessary

The philosophy embodied here is to treat a PCB as a device, i.e. determine system
performance s opposed to simply device performance. This is not a new concept.
However, COTS boardA exaggerate this issue due to the large unknowns such as:

- Limited parTs list (no vendors, lot date co-des, etc.),
- Lot-to-lot variability, as well as
- The challenges delineated above.
The main areas of dfference from the established method are in the step entitled

"Evaluate device usage" while exaggerating the importance of system-level mitigation
solutions. The first change is in reviewing a COTS-board parts list. Typically, multiple
board copies are purchased. It is assumed that all oards have "same" omponents. This
is not neces&uily a true statements The following illustrates, befly, the steps involved.

- Parts hst review:
- Identify devices with uknown characteristics
- Gather data on devices with existing data

- identify ritical" systems and devices
- Those whose radiation-Linduced degradation may impact system

functionality
- Recommend radiation testing for Critical devicesfboard

This last step is the true variance from [3]- instead of performing RHA or RLATs
on piecepart devices, for COTS PCBs, we are providing a "confidence" gathering process
to increase the likelihood of mission success. Assuming that multiple copies of each CB
is being procured, the following test philosophy is utilized-

- Perform proton irradiations on PCBs
Issues such as energy, etc. will be discussed in the full paper

- Attempt to isolate individual Cs during irradiations in order to determine
sensitive components
- This is difficult due to beam spread, double-sided PCBs, tight layouts, etc.

- Define a "martyr" board
- Irradiate this board to a proton fluence N times greater than predicted

mission fluence (mapping a multi-energy spectrum into a monoenergetic
test) monitoring SEE and TID performance. If this PCB passes, then

- Irradiate flluht hardware boards to a low-level ("non-destructive") of proton
fluence

The martyr board is used for three reasons These are
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- To pre-screen whether to irradiate flight hardware or not based on SELs, TID
failure, etc.,

- To gain limited TID and displacement damage knowledge, and
- To gain confidence for flight SEU performance. FoC example, assuming a test

fluence of 10X mission predicted levels and similarity between martyr and
flight hardware, if no "events" were noted during martyr test, then the flight
hardware has only a I in 10 chance of having an event during mission
lifetime.

There are many issues with this method. In the full paper, they will be fully
discussed, but they incLude:

- is a low-flurince test non-destructive?
- The PCB-to-PCB variance

- Simply because nothing different is observed on the flight hardware does
not imply that the pieceparts are the same as on the martyr.

- Different results might imply different components, lot-to-lot variability, a
low-probability event 51, etc.

- The lack of heavy ion data difficult and expensive to perform on COTS
boards) and what this implies to mission reliability,

- Poor statistics, re: sample size, etc.
What is gained is some limited confidence that the flight PCBs may act like the martyr
board as well as pre-screen for obvious problems. For short duration missions (days to
weeks), this is a reasonable approach. For longer mission durations (years), it may prove
to be a high risk to mission success.

SPARTAN 251 Test Program
In the full paper, we will discuss a short duration NASA mission and its

application of this methodology focusing on test results.

A mission dscription will be provided of SPARTAN 1-51

SPARTAN 251 proton irradiation esults:
In the full paper, we will present the data gathered on multiple COTS PCBs as

well as one "modified" PCB. Table I illustrates the PCBs iradiated. Key results include:
SEUs (data and control), SEL, and displacement damage in an optocoupler. However,
due to the short mission duration, hardware selections were made for flight based on the
eathered data. A full description will be included.

It was noted tha� devices with higher pin-counts tended to be more scrisitivc char,
low-pin count devices typically, increased complexity and circuit density).

Evaluating a longer duration mission
In this section, w will discuss the ISS FCF. We wiil present our an2lysl;

environment (proton SEE is the pme driver) and a review of the parts list obtained very
limited data existed, less than 100/; of the devices had anv radiation data available), as
well as our recommendations for radiation tests.
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Discu Wn
In this sction, we will discuss the lessons learned and recommendations for Right

programs (short duration - COTS PCBs may be acceptable, long duration - recommend
piecepart acceptance)-

Conckision
We have presented an extension of existing RHA processes to include COTS

PCBs. In addition, real-life examples have been included on how this method has been
applied.
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NUmOctura Mfr Prt Nwaber Board Description Ten Date Tea Facility Brief Results Note
Zialech ZT-6300 CPCI eodurn Processor Sep-97 TUCF SEU. SEL observed

Greenspring CPCI-100 Dual P 3U Carrier Sep-97 IUCF No events

Orccruipring IF 1553 MIL-STD-1553 Interface Sep-97 UCF SEL

Alphi MM 3U IF Carrier May-91 UCD CNL me mortyrtest

Alphi TBS 3U IF Carrier )UR." RJCF No events Flight hardware tea

Greenspring CPCI-200 6U IF carrier May-98 UCD CNL No events

Force CPCI-3603 CPCI PowerPC May-99 UCD-CNL SEU Right harrivrare bad
Processor affirrent results; than many

Force CPCI-3603 CPcI PoWerPC Jun-98 IUCF SEU Flight hardwwo had
Processor different results than Mart)

Greenspring Tas IP Optocoupler Driver Jun-98 IUCF SEU. Displacernent
darnage an optocoupler

Greenspring TBS HV-Urddig Driver Jun-98 IUCF SEU
Gnenspring TBS IF Serial Driver Jun-98 IUCF SEU

Actis SCC-04 IF Serial Driver Jun-91 IUCF SEU

Plessey TBS GP$ Correlatar/Front- Sep-91 UCD CNL SEU Lou of lock. and SEFI
end

TBS TBS STRONGARM Sep-98 UCD CNL SEU Only 2 events in - 20
Processor krad(Si) or protons

Acronyrns used:
CPCI - Cornpact PCI IP - Industry Pack IUCF - Indiana UCD CNL - SEU - single OPS - Global
bus Univenity Cyclotron University of event upset, Positioning System

TBS -to be supplied Facility California at SEL - single
Davis Crocker event latchup.

HV - high voltage Nuclear SER -single
Laboratory event

fianctional
intempt

Table 1. Boards evaluated for SPARTAN Program Full details of bill of materials (BONO and test results
for each board as well as full test facility inforrnation will be provided in die full paper.
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